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HR News Roundup: HR RTW transitions, Coronavirus updates, the lighter side

In this issue of HR News roundup, we feature articles on returning to work and what the workplace will be like post pandemic, recent Coronavirus news, quick links, and a few items from the lighter side.

Continue reading: HR News Roundup: HR RTW transitions, Coronavirus updates, the lighter side

Resources for combating hate, discrimination, and racism at work

In the light of recent hate crimes against Asian Americans, we offer resources for fighting hate and discrimination in the workplace and offer resources for and in support of Asian Americans & Pacific Islanders.

Continue reading: Resources for combating hate, discrimination, and racism at work
Coping with violence and trauma

After shootings in Atlanta, Georgia and Boulder, Colorado that claimed 18 lives, we offer resources for those coping with violence and trauma.

Continue reading: Coping with violence and trauma

Stressed out? Your EAP can help

A recent survey tells us something we already knew: the pandemic has sent stress levels into overdrive. People are overwhelmed and it is taking a toll on our physical and mental health. ESI EAP offers a variety of stress management benefits for our members.

Continue reading: Stressed out? Your EAP can help you manage your stress

From our Archives

Supervisor’s Guide to Dealing with a Grieving Employee

Jumping rope provides a great aerobic workout. Here’s how to start.
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